


The imperative of equity for urgent and bold action on 
climate change: the facts

1. Gases have long residence time in atmosphere: past 
matters

2. CO2 emissions are linked to economic growth as we know 
it today; not just about sharing atmospheric space but it today; not just about sharing atmospheric space but 
growth

3. Emerging world will need space to grow; will add to 
emissions; add to the climate risks



Current emissions: 36.4 Gt/CO2
China, US, EU-27 currently emit 50 per cent of emissions
Africa and India both with 17% of world’s population contribute 
4 and 7%



China: has leaped into the world of polluters: post 2004
Scale of difference between China, US and India is massive



2019: per capita CO2 emissions makes for a 
highly inequitable and unjust world



Paris Agreement: Nationally Determined 
Contributions (NDC) do not add up to much





NDC

Not ambitious

Not fair



Historical, cumulative and current
1870-1989
1990-2019
1870-2019



Future inequity maintained
1870-2019
2020-2030
1870-2030
66 per cent of world population is 
left with 30 per cent of the share 
of emissions



Carbon budget
Per capita
Inequity frozen
Climate apartheid 
But worse, what happens now
Need space for growth?





Agenda for COP26
• 1. Climate justice has to be bedrock of action; cannot dilute it 

or erase historical emissions (as done in Paris agreement)
• Vast numbers in the world (roughly 70 per cent) population 

needs access to carbon space for development; cannot be told 
not to grow. But question is how will this growth happen 
without CO2 emissions?without CO2 emissions?

• 2. China has to be in the spotlight: It has not given any CO2 
reduction targets; will take up 33 per cent of remaining carbon 
budget in this decade. India needs to be de-hyphenated from 
China; China needs to be de-hyphenated from G-77

• 3. Not net-zero but emissions cuts by 2030 needs to be in 
focus. Front-loading of emissions of the 7+1 so that there is 
space for the rest to grow



Agenda: COP26

• 4. Finance: crucial; but also needs transparency to measure 
how much and for what (many NDC targets are conditional 
and so if finance is not provided will not be met)

• 5. Market and nature-based solutions: must be for 
transformational action/not cheap creditstransformational action/not cheap credits

• 6. Loss and damage: Paris Agreement is deeply flawed as it 
says this cannot be taken as compensation or liability. Needs 
to be reworked

• 7. Adaptation Goal: needs more than networking and 
information. It needs finance. Real and urgent. 



Agenda: India
• 4th highest contributor (3rd highest without EU)
• Quantum of historical, current and even future is not 

comparable to big polluters in the world 
• But reality is that world has run out of carbon budget; run out 

of time
• Also we are victims of climate change: will suffer as we are • Also we are victims of climate change: will suffer as we are 

most vulnerable
• Need to act; in our self-interest
• Our climate change strategy has to be based on co-benefits
• Not net-zero but low-carbon growth strategy for every sector; 

measure and count the difference; require world to pay the 
high-cost options through the market-instrument


